"We were successful in obtaining the patent for
Testinucleose from KobeUin shortly before his death.
Kobellin founded a trust with the considerable sum which
he received, whereby he pkced his house and fortune at
the disposal of penniless scholars for experimental re-
search work. The objection raised by He'rr Kom-
merzienrat Zi&mer,"—-a bow towards one of the
gentlemen—" is of importance; namely, that the name
f Testinudeose' does not appear to be sufficiently
popular. We have, therefore, decided to call the new
remedy * Vitalin,* which is perhaps somewhat unscientific
but striking. The advertising department will submit
proposals for suitable advertising slogans for the catch-
word * Vitalin.' Kobellin's wish that the manufacture of
* Vitalin' should be carried out under the direction of
Frau Dr. Willfuer is in accordance with our own wishes,
We have, unfortunately, not been able to secure the
services of Dr. Mitsuro, who succeeded in obtaining a
patent for Japan, and who will prove a decided rival to
us in the world market if Vitalin turns out to be what it
promises. Frau Dr, Willfuer is, therefore, the only per-
son in Europe who has any knowledge of the practical
manufacture of the product. If I was correctly informed
by Kobellin, I understand it was you who personally
obtained the final and decisive result in this work ? "
Director Botstiber directed this last question to Helene
hetself with a complimentary bow. For a moment he
allowed himself to drop his business-like attitude and
become mote personal, only to withdraw himself again
immediately. The bearded gentlemen murmured ques-
tioningly and looked at Frau Doktor Willfuer, this large,
maidenly, pale and simple woman, who now began to
smile quietly,
** Yes, perhaps I may have dotted the i," she said. " I
found that the purified substance is reactivated and can
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